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Some considerations in deriving
poleward water vapor transport

values for coastal East Antarctica

is true whether or not the weather station is prone to katabatic
winds. The reason is that strong surface winds, frequently ac-
companied by poor visibility caused by blowing or falling
snow, make balloon release an unpleasant and sometimes
dangerous task. Even, if the balloon starts its ascent through
the very turbulent surface layer, the suspended radiosonde is
often destroyed by collision with the surface.

Table 1. Surface wind conditions prevailing when radiosonde
balloons were released and when soundings were not obtained.
Mawson (67.6°S.62.9°E.) is frequently under the influence of
katabatic winds, whereas Syowa (69.0°S.39.6°E.) rarely is.

Surface wind speed
	

Frequency	Failure frequency
at time of	of occurrence	in a given speed

launch	 (%)	range xloo(%)a
(ms)	M b	5C	M	S
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0- 4
5- 9

10-14
15 - 19
20-24

25 or more

11	52	lod	0
24	22	1	0
39	13	4	2
14	7	4	12
6	4	10	13
6	1.4	61	60

Seasonal and annual snowfall amounts are poorly known
for many parts of the coastal slopes of East Antarctica. In a
study designed to provide this information, precipitation is
derived as a residual from the water vapor conservation equa-
tion for the atmospheric volume overlying the region con-
cerned. The other dominant component in the budget
calculation is the convergence of integrated water vapor
transport, with net evaporation from the underlying surface
and changes in water vapor storage making only a small con-
tribution. Rasmusson (1977) discusses the general approach.
Meridional (that is, in the north-south direction) transport
convergence is nearly proportional to the net amount of water
substance carried across the continental periphery. Con-
vergence in the east-west or zonal direction is presumed to be
negligible.

The time average of the total integrated meridional
transport of water vapor (T) at a fixed location is defined as
follows:
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where q is specific humidity, V the meridional wind compo-
nent (positive toward the north), P 0 the pressure at a level
above which the moisture content of the air is insignificant
(taken to be 300 millibars), P s the surface pressure, and g the
acceleration due to gravity. The overbar indicates a time
average, in this case for one month, and a prime denotes a
departure from the mean. The last two terms in the equation
will be called, respectively, the integrated mean and eddy
water vapor transports. These integrals are computed from a
time series of rawinsonde observations which yield q and V as
a function of P one or more times per day. However, there are
gaps in the data that do not occur at random. Equipment
problems aside, successful balloon soundings are biased
toward lighter surface-wind conditions; as table 1 shows, this

aFailure frequency = No of missing soundings
bM = Mawson, 1968.
CS = Syowa, 1971.	No. of possible soundings
dcaused by one extended period of equipment breakdown.

However, it is these occasions that are often associated
with large poleward transports of sensible and latent heat.
Their importance is illustrated in table 2, which was obtained
from the exceptionally good data record for Mirny
(66.6 S.93.0°E.). It is clear that serious error may result if no
allowance is made for missing soundings. This consideration
is also applicable to calculations of the poleward transport of
sensible heat, as, for example, in the study by Rubin and
Weyant (1963). It also should be noted from table 2 that the
eddy term makes a large contribution to net poleward transfer
of water vapor. Lettau (1969) demonstrated this for the sum-
mer half-year at Byrd station (80.0°S. 120.0°W.) in West Ant-
arctica. Therefore, T cannot be estimated from monthly
means of q and V.

Even the mean transport cannot be derived from monthly
averages of radiosonde data published in climatic summaries
(for example, Monthly Climatic Data for the World). First, the
vertical spacing of levels is too great to resolve adequately the

'Fable 2. Integrated meridional transports of water vapor
(kilograms per meter per second) recorded at Mirny in 1972.
(Instances of high surface winds preventing a balloon sounding
are rare in summer.)

	

Total	Mean	Eddy	Number of
soundings

August"	-6.8	1.0	-7.8	- 62
Augustb	-2.8	3.4	-6.2	59
AugustC	3.4	4.5	-1.1	62
December	-3.0	-1.9	-1.1	62

aAll data.
binstances in which surface-wind speed exceeded 24 meters per sec-
ond excluded. (No such occasions in December.)
Conly levels usually given in climatic publications used.
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strong shallow, equator-ward flow at coastal stations that
often experience katabatic winds. The figure illustrates the
point for both the mean and total water vapor transports and
shows that a major error would be incurred (see table 2 also).
Lettau's (1969) paper suffers from this shortcoming. Second,
the mean moisture parameter, if it is either dew point tem-
perature or relative humidity, is not a true measure of the
average water vapor content of the air, which is given by j

MIRNY, August 1972
oo qV/9

POLEWARD I EQUATORWARO

a---a	 All Levels
300-

Table 3 lists values of the specific humidity derived in three
ways, and it shows that significant differences arise, par-
ticularly near the ground.

Table 3. Errors that arise when mean moisture content of air is
estimated from variables commonly available in climatic tables.'

Pressure	 % departure
level	q	qlq2C	(q2 -q)

(millibars)	(g kg-	 x 102
q

983	1.04	0.79	0.79	-24
850	0.85	0.73	0.71	-16
700	0.61	0.56	0.53	-13

I' Prof ile
Ii	 obtained from

levels usually
/	 given in
/	 Climatic
/ I	 summaries

An

'I
900 —

-4	-2	0	2	4	6	8	10
qV/g in seconds x 10

Profiles of the transport of water vapor in the north-south
direction.
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aData for Mirny Station,JuIy 1972.
bDerived the mean relative humidity.
'Derived from the mean dew point temperature.
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Cosmic radio noise reaching the Earth's surface is attenu-
ated in passing through the ionosphere. The intensity of the
radio noise at frequencies between 20 and 50 megahertz as
measured with riometers is sensitive to ionization changes oc-
curring at altitudes from approximately 60 to 100 kilometers.
Enhanced ionization levels, which caused increased absorp-
tion, can be produced in this height range by the precipitation
of magnetospheric energetic electrons. With the exception of
the work of Reid (1976) and Reid and Phillips (1971),
riometers have not been exploited effectively for studies at
high time resolution. Their major use in magnetospheric
studies has been in characterizing the temporal and spatial
features of relatively intense precipitation events on a broad
scale (Rosenberg and Barcus, 1978).
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